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ABSTRACT

Software has come to mediate many of the activities in life, including financial service platforms, social networks and vehicle control. As a result, governing bodies have responded to this trend by creating standards and regulations to address issues such as safety and privacy. In this context, the compliance of software development to standards and regulations has emerged as a key issue. For software development organizations, compliance is a complex and costly goal to achieve. They may have to comply with multiple standards due to multiple jurisdictions or to address different aspects of the software and these may overlap and conflict with each other. The evolution of standards must be tracked and changes assessed. Evidence for claims of compliance must be collected and managed. Finally, maintaining families of related software products (product lines) further multiplies the effort. In this paper, we propose to exploit the connection between the field of model management and the problem of compliance management and explore how to use model management techniques to address software compliance management issues.
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1. INTRODUCTION

From vehicle control to social networks to business transaction platforms, software has come to mediate much of life’s activities. In order to protect the best interests of citizens, responsible organizations (e.g., International Organization for Standardization (ISO)) have responded to this trend by creating standards to address issues such as safety, security and privacy. In this environment, compliance of software to standards and regulations has emerged as a key issue. For organizations, compliance is a complex and costly goal to achieve. They may have to comply with multiple standards due to multiple jurisdictions or to address different aspects of the software which may overlap or conflict. The evolution of standards must be tracked and changes assessed. Evidence for claims of compliance must be collected and managed. Finally, maintaining families of related software products further multiplies the effort. Increasingly, models and model-driven engineering are being used as means to facilitate communication and collaboration between the stakeholders in the compliance value chain and further to introduce automation into regulatory compliance tasks. A complexity problem also exists with the proliferation of software models in model-based software development, and the field of Model Management (MM) has emerged to address this challenge. MM focuses on a high-level view in which entire models and their relationships (i.e., mappings between models) can be manipulated using specialized operators to achieve useful outcomes. We propose to exploit this connection between model driven engineering and regulatory compliance, and explore how to use MM techniques to address software compliance management issues.

Specifically, we wish to set out a research agenda that includes the following:

1. Using model management as a level of abstraction to structure and manage the complexity of the compliance problem.
2. Using model relationships to express traceability between artifacts used for compliance checking.
3. Using model management operators to (semi-)automate compliance management activities such as standard artifact evolution or extracting relevant portions of standards.

Although the ideas put forward in this position paper are general, for illustration purposes, we ground our discussion on safety certification and refer to the ISO 26262 standard [16], which addresses functional safety of road vehicles. The
rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we give a compliance example and introduce the problems we want to use model management to address. In Section 3, we present background material on model management. In Section 4, we discuss related work. In Section 5, we address the problems stated in the example using the techniques from model management. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss the research questions that arise from applying model management to compliance and conclude with next steps.

2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

This section presents an example which we use to motivate the use of model management in the area of regulatory compliance. We present some specific scenarios and generalize them as problems P1-P6.

Consider an automotive company SafeCar that produces vehicles. Now suppose that SafeCar either needs to, or would like to, do the following: (1) check the compliance of its braking system safety management lifecycle with the ISO 26262 standard [16] and (2) ensure that its braking system can be certified as being safe. Typically, standards like ISO 26262 are large and take the form of textual documents, and users of the standards often face difficulty answering the questions above [19]. ISO 26262 spans 10 parts, including more than 750 clauses, and totaling approximately 450 pages. The size alone makes it difficult to comprehend, thus hindering its application and evaluation. Providing structure to the compliance problem and reducing the complexity and effort of working with standards would provide cost-benefits to these users. Moreover, when dealing with multiple standards and multiple products, SafeCar needs a mechanism to ensure explicit traceability between the various standards and between its products and the standards (P1: Can we provide a general model of compliance that can be used to define explicit relationships between the various artifacts of the compliance activity?).

Fig. 1 illustrates at a high level the relationships between the various artifacts involved in the compliance activity in our motivating example. The IEC 61508 standard regulates general functional safety of electrical/electronic safety related systems. ISO 26262 is an adaptation of IEC 61508. We show what a conceptual model of part of these standards may look like, in this case particularly relating to the activity of Hazard Analysis within a development lifecycle. SafeCar will engineer its software development lifecycle to be constrained by the ISO 26262 definition of a software development lifecycle. SafeCar may be interested in demonstrating that its general development process indeed complies with ISO 26262. Moreover, if SafeCar wants to achieve certification that its braking system is safe, its braking system development process will have to identify a set of safety requirements that need to be met. The safety requirements are defined in such a way as to prevent hazards (potential sources of harm caused by malfunctioning behaviour [16]). Safety cases are built to demonstrate that the product meets the safety requirements identified. A safety case may take the form of a GSN Safety Argument [17] as shown in Fig. 1.1

But compliance is not necessarily a one-time type of activity; if SafeCar knows that a product complies with ISO 26262, and ISO 26262 undergoes a revision, SafeCar would like to have a means of checking compliance to the new version of ISO 26262 without starting from scratch. Ideally, they would like to reuse as much of the compliance artifacts (arguments, claims and evidence) used to demonstrate compliance to the older version of the standard as possible. Similarly, if the product they have already certified itself evolves to a newer version, they would like to reuse as much of the compliance artifacts from the previous version as possible (P2: Can evidence be reused due to standard or product evolution?). In some cases, a company like SafeCar may choose to demonstrate partial compliance to a standard; this could be due to business decisions to minimize the cost of compliance, or perhaps to address only a part of the standard that is of interest (e.g., Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment). Similarly, the company may choose to address compliance of a part of its system to a standard (e.g., only parts that interact with the braking system.) (P3: Can we extract relevant parts of a standard or a system for checking compliance?).

Furthermore, SafeCar may be interested in checking that a product (e.g., its infotainment system that runs on its vehicles) complies with multiple standards (e.g., a privacy standard and a security standard) and would like to achieve this in a one-step compliance check (P4: Can we reduce the effort of complying to multiple standards?).

As products at SafeCar may belong to a product line, SafeCar may be interested in ensuring that the entire product line complies with a standard (P5: Can we define a way to lift compliance from single products to product lines?).

On the other hand, regulatory bodies may be interested in comparing their standards (e.g., ISO 26262 for automotive) with standards in a different domain (e.g., RTCA DO-178B for avionics) to understand the commonalities and the differences (P6: Can we identify relationships between standards?).

The above problems are summarized in Table 1. In the rest of the paper, we demonstrate how model management and model management operators can potentially be adapted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Can we provide a general model of compliance that can be used to define explicit relationships between the various artifacts of the compliance activity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Can evidence be reused due to standard or product evolution?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Can we extract relevant parts of a standard or a system for checking compliance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Can we reduce the effort of complying to multiple standards?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Can we define a way to lift compliance from single products to product lines?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Can we identify relationships between standards?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1IEC65108 Hazard concept model from [24], ISO 26262 Hazards and Risk Assessment model from [5] and GSN Safety Argument from slides based on [15].
to help address these problems.

3. MODEL MANAGEMENT

In the field of model-driven software development [3], a complexity problem exists due to the proliferation of software models. As such, the area of Model Management [2] has emerged to address this challenge. Model management focuses on a high-level view in which entire models and their relationships (i.e., mappings between models) can be manipulated using operators (i.e., specialized model transformations) to achieve useful outcomes. To help visualize and manipulate collections of models and their relationships, model management uses a special type of model called a megamodel [8] in which the elements represent models and the links between the elements represent relationships between the models. For example, Fig. 1 is a megamodel. Model management operators that have been studied include the following:

- The slice [21] operator accepts a model and a slicing criterion and extracts the subset of the model satisfying the criterion. Model slicing is a way to manage model complexity by focusing on a relevant subset of a model.
- The match [2] operator accepts two models and produces a relationship containing mappings between equivalent (or similar) elements in the models. This is usually interpreted as identifying the overlap between the models.
- The diff [2] operator accepts two models and produces a model that represents the differences between the models. Model differencing aids the comparison of model content, e.g., across different versions.
- The merge [4] operator accepts two models and a relationship expressing the overlap between them and produces a model that combines the content of the models according to the overlap. Model merge must address the issue of conflicts that could occur when the content is combined.
- The lift [25] operator accepts a model transformation and produces a product line transformation that behaves the same way as the original model transformation for each product in the product line. Transformation lifting saves effort by allowing model transformation to be reused for product lines of models.
- The filter [26] operator accepts a megamodel and a model (relationship) property and produces a megamodel with all models (relationships) not satisfying the property removed. Filtering a megamodel is useful for managing the complexity of large collections of related models.
- The map [26] operator accepts a megamodel and a model transformation to produce the megamodel that results from applying the transformation to all applicable models and relationships in the input megamodel. Mapping a transformation over a megamodel is used to reduce the effort of applying a transformation to the elements of a large collection of related models.

Each of these operators can be viewed as an abstract transformation that defines a class of concrete transformations - i.e., the implementations that refine the operator for particular model types. For example, a model merge of class diagrams is implemented differently than a model merge of state machines. Another widely used class of transformations used in model management are bidirectional transformations [9]. Bidirectional transformations are used to keep two related models synchronized when one of the models changes (e.g., via model co-evolution, correction, etc.) by generating the update for the other model.

4. RELATED WORK

We know of no existing research specifically on applying model management techniques to compliance management problems; however, there is substantial research that is related to using model-based approaches to aid in the compliance problem. We consider this research to be complementary to our objectives and review it here.

Compliance management frameworks have been proposed. [14] sketches a proposal for comprehensive compliance management in software organizations. Although this is at a higher-level of abstraction than our proposal, the authors discuss the need for tool support for working on large, possibly overlapping or conflicting compliance documents – this is clearly within the scope of our proposal. Researchers have proposed generic metamodels that can be used to structure
any safety standard as well as the related safety case information in a project [6, 13]. An advantage of such an approach would be the possibility of providing generic tools to address the compliance to any safety standard. Thus, we consider these proposals to be complementary to our objectives and will investigate their feasibility as the basis for model management operators.

Specific algorithms for different aspects of compliance management have been proposed. For example, Nejati et al. [21] have developed a model slicing algorithm for extracting parts of a design that are relevant to a given safety requirement; the survey [11] identifies research strands proposing methods for the extraction of requirements models from regulation documents; and, the authors of [12] propose an algorithm for comparing multiple regulations. We view these strands as complementary to our proposal as they can form the basis for the implementation of model management operators.

Argumentation modeling languages have been studied extensively as the basis for expressing compliance claims. These include the Goal Structured Notation (GSN) [17], Claim, Arguments and Evidence (CAE) [10] and OMG’s Structured Assurance Case Metamodel (SACM) 2. Of these, SACM represents the latest in the evolution of these notations and is also proposed as a standard. We aim to use modeling languages such as these to express the compliance relationships used in model management of compliance.

Standards and regulations can be expressed as models. For example, [18] shows that the ISO 26262 standard for functional safety of road vehicles can be represented by a combination of a structure model, conceptual model, process model while [24] proposes a conceptual model of IEC 61508. We consider this work as a prerequisite for applying model management techniques to the compliance problem.

A recent survey [20] regarding how industry addresses evidence management for compliance to safety standards, reveals that much of evidence management is done manually with little reliance on advanced tools. However, key issues such as evidence traceability, structuring evidence as models and assessing evidence completeness or correctness correspond directly to general modeling issues: expressing model relationships (including traceability relationships), structuring model content using metamodels and checking model completeness/correctness. We may conclude that adapting automated or semi-automated techniques from model management to address these issues can benefit the state of the practice.

5. MODEL MANAGEMENT FOR COMPLIANCE

Since standards and regulations can be expressed as models (e.g., [18]), and compliance claims and links to evidence can also be captured in a model [11], the modeling community is starting to work in the direction of providing support for compliance management. Specifically, the Object Management Group has recently issued a modelling language standard called the Structured Assurance Case Metamodel (SACM) [22].

There is evidence that the MM approach to compliance management may fill the gaps left by other research on this topic. For example, a recent survey [1] comparing international research in compliance management with the compliance needs of the Australian industry found that a key area where support is needed is in managing the impact of regulations. Specifically, they identified four factors: (1) frequent changes to regulations; (2) legislation weaknesses; (3) inconsistencies; and, (4) overlap in regulations. Furthermore, they identified a disproportionate lack of research in these areas as compared to other issues in compliance management. Although they hypothesized that this may be due to the fact that these factors may be in the legal (as opposed to IT) realm, all but factor (2) correspond to general modeling problems that have been addressed with model management techniques. For example, (1) corresponds to the change propagation due to model evolution, (3) to addressing inconsistencies, which is a standard step within a model merge operation, and (4) to identifying overlaps, which is the outcome of the model match operation.

In this section, we take advantage of the above, and demonstrate our ideas for using MM techniques in the area of compliance. We refer to the problems identified in our motivating example, which are also summarized in Table 1, and propose general solutions to them.

P1: Creating a general model of compliance that defines explicit relationships between the compliance artifacts. We illustrate our general model of compliance in Fig. 2. The idea is that regulators (such as the ISO organization) define standards (such as ISO 26262), and these standards are defined as a collection of interrelated models. Each model addresses a different view (process, concepts, etc.) of the standard. In model management terminology, a megamodel [8] represents a model of models and relationships between them. A standard can then be seen as a megamodel in this sense, but for simplicity, we illustrate it as a single model and refer to it as the Standard Model (SM). A company would ideally also have a model of its development process, which again can be seen as a megamodel linking different views of the company’s software development process. Again, for simplicity, we will illustrate it as a single model and refer to it as the Software Development Process Model (SDPM). The SDPM should be engineered to satisfy constraints in the SM; therefore, compliance with the SM can be shown via an Assurance Case (AC) that is defined as a relationship between SM and SDPM.

The SDPM can undergo refinements within the company and can be tailored with respect to the product it will be used in producing. However, as soon as the company creates an instance of its SDPM for a certain product, this instance should conform to the metamodel defined by the SDPM. For example, concepts and processes in the instance should conform to their respective definitions in the SDPM. Depending on the property “P” that is to be met (Safety, Privacy, Security, etc.), “P”-Requirements are produced as part of the instance process, along with the various work products that are defined in the standard. When preparing to certify an artifact to meet the property “P”, assurance cases (or “P”-Cases) are provided to support this. The Assurance Case (AC) is constructed using evidence (given by the work products), and can be seen as an instance of a GSN [17] or an OMG SACM [22] metamodel which defines how to construct these instances.

Fig. 2 depicts this model via two levels of compliance. The top-level (or process) compliance is given by an assurance case, either stating that an item complies or providing rationale for non-compliance. The bottom-level (or product)
compliance is given by a “P”-case that demonstrates that the product satisfies the property “P” as specified in the standard. In the UML terminology, Fig. 1, which describes a concrete example, can be seen as an Object Diagram that is an instance of the Class Diagram given by our general model in Fig. 2.

This general model of compliance need not be limited to a single standard and a single product. For example, Fig. 3 shows a model with several products – a car’s braking system and its infotainment system – complying to multiple standards – safety, security, and privacy. Note that the model in Fig. 2 is itself a megamodel: the models represent the standards, processes and artifacts, and the relationships between them are made explicit. Some examples of these relationships are: specialization (of a standard from a general domain to a more specific one), compliance (of a process to a standard), refinement or evolution (of a standard and instantiation (as in the case of the instance of the SDPM). This observation opens up the opportunity of using collection-based operators [26] on megamodels of standards. One possible scenario is: given a collection of standards, use the filter operator to obtain “relevant ones” based on some criteria. Perhaps we are interested in the process-related standards, so we filter out all the ones with type “activity diagram”. Also, given a set of standards with a shared ontology, we can use the map operator to translate some concept in the ontology to another (e.g., “automobile” to “vehicle”).

P2: Reusing evidence due to standard or product evolution. Evolution of a standard involves a transformation of the standard model from an old version to a newer one. But since there might have been some products that were already shown to comply with the standard, its evolution means that the compliance of these products needs to be re-evaluated. More concretely, in Fig. 1, suppose the ISO 26262 standard undergoes a revision (which it currently does), leading to the introduction of a new attribute, say “cost”, in the “Risk” class. This means that the SafeCar Development Process has to evolve to ensure that it complies with the newer version of the standard. This problem is commonly addressed in model management using a bidirectional model transformation as discussed in Section 3. The main idea is that a match operator is used to establish links between the old and new versions of ISO 26262, and a diff operator is used to show what new information has been added. Then, the SafeCar Development Process is transformed to a new version that is compliant with the new version of ISO 26262. The challenge added here is in managing the assurance case artifacts (claims, arguments and evidence) that are attached to the compliance relationship. Not only do these need to be re-evaluated, but it would be very cost-effective if these artifacts could be reused as much as possible. Evolution of a product (e.g., the braking system in Fig. 1) that is known to comply with a standard also means that compliance needs to be re-evaluated. Again, this can be expressed via a bidirectional model transformation definition which also needs to be adapted to take into account the assurance case artifacts and reuse them as much as possible to minimize the cost of compliance.

P3: Extracting relevant parts of a standard or a system for checking compliance. Based on some criteria of interest (slicing criteria), extracting only relevant parts of a standard (e.g., those related to hazards and risks in ISO 26262) can be achieved with the use of the slice operator. This could also apply to the product undergoing compliance; the slicing criteria could be chosen to select parts of the model related to the braking system for example. Both scenarios (standard and product slicing) could arise due to business decisions to demonstrate partial compliance with a standard in order to narrow the focus to the compliance tasks that are feasible to perform given the stage of development that the system is at.

P4: Effort reduction of compliance to multiple standards. As demonstrated in Fig. 3, we may wish to check the compliance of a system (e.g., infotainment) to multiple standards (e.g., security and privacy). Some concepts presented in these standards may overlap (e.g., the notion of a “threat”). An MM operator match can be used to help identify these overlaps. Once their overlap is defined (note that this can be empty), standards can be merged with the merge operator creating a merged standard with traceability mappings back to the original standards. These mappings are important to have, especially when the original standards evolve, which can be reflected in the merged standard (via model co-evolution). Compliance of the infotainment system in Fig. 3 to the security and privacy standards can therefore be reduced to a single compliance checking problem of the system to the merged standard. As in model management, a challenge here is actually creating the overlaps between the standards which involves a high degree of human input. Another challenge is understanding how to provide assurance case artifacts when demonstrating compliance to the merged standard (e.g., how do these artifacts relate to the artifacts we would get when demonstrating compliance to each of the individual standards.).

P5: Lifting compliance from a single product to a product line. Products are often modified and reused in new applications, forcing companies to develop and maintain product lines. Product line safety is a natural important requirement of this activity [23]. Lifting the problem of compliance of a single piece of software to a single standard to that of an entire software product line can be achieved using the model management lift operator. Once again, the challenge here is understanding how the assurance artifacts are expressed in the lifted version of the compliance relationship.

P6: Identifying relationships between standards. In order to create a common certification framework which spans different vertical markets, e.g., in the transport sec-
The Safety Case has to be reviewed for completeness: practices from a different country/jurisdiction standards if companies were to adopt regulations and best communication and understandability. 2. Transformation of (models) of the same standard which could aid in improving useful for a variety of reasons: 1. Providing different views is the use of generic model transformations. These could be framework for managing standards and compliance artifacts models that are supported by expert judgement.

The completeness of work products, checking traceability be-
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can be used to analyze and verify these models. In the 
Once the standards and compliance artifacts are struc-
tured in a model management framework, various techniques can be used to analyze and verify these models. In the ISO 26262 example, activities like checking the completeness of a safety case, checking the availability (existence) and the completeness of work products, checking traceability between work products, checking for contradictions (conflicts) can certainly be at least semi-automated given appropriate models that are supported by expert judgement.

Another general advantage of using a model management framework for managing standards and compliance artifacts is the use of generic model transformations. These could be useful for a variety of reasons: 1. Providing different views (models) of the same standard which could aid in improving communication and understandability. 2. Transformation of standards if companies were to adopt regulations and best practices from a different country/jurisdiction.

6. SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS

This work should not be seen as a direct application of model management to classical meta-data problems, particularly due to the challenges introduced when applying it in the context of regulatory compliance. These challenges appear due to three factors: 1. The amount of natural language used in expressing the standards and the assurance cases. 2. The human-in-the-loop factor and reliance on expert opinion. 3. The assurance artifacts that need to be managed when applying the various model management operators.

Next, we summarize our research agenda for exploring the use of model management to support the activity of compliance management by presenting a set of research questions.

6.1 Research Questions

RQ1: What types of relationships exist between standards, software development processes and artifacts (e.g., mappings, refinements, etc.)? We have identified some in this paper, but are they sufficient for representing a complete compliance management framework?

RQ2: What is a reasonable and complete general model of compliance that takes into account the various relationships identified in RQ1? A challenge here is that some of these relationships are not standard model management relationships since they encapsulate assurance cases which in turn contain claims, arguments and evidence. These assurance cases have to be modelled and incorporated in the compliance relationships.

RQ3: What type of traditional model management operators can be used in the context of compliance management? We have identified some in this paper, but are there others? Also, given these operators, how can they be defined to adapt to compliance management (e.g., how do they handle the various assurance case artifacts)?

RQ4: Since compliance can be measured by a degree (i.e., it is not a binary relation), this differs from usual binary relationships between models. How can we adapt model relationships and model management operators to address this?

RQ5: Automation can be seen as an advantage brought by model management. As compliance management is a highly human-in-the-loop activity due to the need of expert judgement to ensure compliance and create assurance cases, can we identify parts of the compliance management problems that can be semi-automated, and what kind of tool support
(modeling, model checking, code generation) can be provided to help with semi-automating them? Furthermore, when the automated parts of the process create partial (i.e., incomplete) artifacts, how can we efficiently integrate human intervention to complete the artifacts?

6.2 Next Steps

Our next steps will be addressing the research questions identified in this paper. We will focus primarily on demonstrating the advantages model management can bring to the area of regulatory compliance in terms of re-usability of the compliance artifacts and supporting multiple standards and product lines. Also, given a model management tool such as MMINT [7], we would like to implement the adapted model management operations described in the paper and use it as a tool for structuring and managing compliance artifacts. Ideally, we would like to conduct a case study with our industrial partner GM within the NECSIS project, where we would specifically consider the ISO 26262 [16] standard for functional safety of road vehicles to help understand the applicability and limits of our approach. We are currently collaborating on providing a conceptual model of ISO 26262 [5].
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